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PREFACE 
This is Part II, a continuation of Part I, of Theory of Functions of 
a Complex Variable. You may find Part I listed under the name of Lindsey 
Branch Johnson. 
The remainding six chapters deal with series of complex functions, ex¬ 
pansion of functions in power series, analytic continuation, entire tran¬ 
scendental functions, Laurent expansion, and various types of singularities. 
It is the sincere hope of the writers that this paper will aid the 
readers in understanding the above mentioned topics. 
D. U H. 
* • • 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Listed below are the symbols and a statement of their meaning used 
in this paper. 
if and only if 
Ê belongs to, is a member of 
^ contained in 
—p approaches 





,7',^, inequality signs 
y 
CHAPTER VI 
SERIES OF COMPLEX FUNCTIONS 
Domain of Convergence,-Let be a sequence of complex functions 
defined on a common region, say G. The series 
(1) £ fn(z)=f0Cz)+fi(z)
+f2(z)+ may or may not converge. 
■71=0 
Suppose for certain z€G the series (1) converges. Let M be the set 
of such z's. Then M is called the domain of convergence of (1). 
If we take fn(z)=an^
1 or fnCz)=an(z-z0)^ then series (l) is called a 
power series. 
Consider the problem of finding the domain of converge for the series 
<2> §■ %cz-2o>; 
■»= o 
Consider the sequence of the non-negative reals 
(1) i®ol*/ai/» i*  »  
Certainly this sequence is bounded on the left. We now prove the following 
6.1. Theorem: If the sequence (1) is also bounded on the right and if 
—— ' 
its upper limit, lim N ^ then set 
a) Y=i, 
b) T = if JUL =0, 
and if the sequence (1) is not bounded on the right, then set 
c) IT =0. (Thus T =0, if A=+°°.) Now in any case if proper 
interpretation is made 
T » 1 * 1 • 
^ Sis 
oo 
The series ^ aj^Cz-Zj,)11 converges absolutely when 1 z-z0\-^ V" and 
*»»s.a 
diverges when/ z-zQ/>T • (This is Cauchy-Hadamard Theorem.). 
Proof : There is no loss in generality if we take zo=0. 
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a) If 0<M <+°°, then 
lim T) jajj zF=lim ^|7ân\ (z / 
1, when Izl^, 
when \zl >lr • 
By the well known radical test £ a^z-Zo)11 converges absolutely 
>»=0 
for jzl<"T* and diverges for Izl^"*** 
b) We want to show that series ^ S^CZ-ZQ)" converges 
^T-o 
absolutely for all z* Let zj,, be any complex number, nor equal 
to zero* But since 
lim ^JTânï =0* 
we have, given any C ✓’’O, that 
’'ŸKF-*6 
for almost all n. In particular take G s—  and hence 
"^*llanl JzjJ^ = ^ÏK4lzlk^ 
0°. 
for almost all n. Hence by radical test the series £ an(z-z0)
n, 
f-o 
converges absolutely for all z« 
çjO 
c) Suppose £ ao(z-z0)
n converges and zj^O. That means that 
Tl-O 
IS the sequence ^anZjf^ is bounded* Then the séquence Ê1Ï ®n 
also bounded. Hence ifXts+o0, the series £ anCz-zQ)
n can 
^=0 
converge for no z/0* Q.B.D* 
6.2* Examples: 
0°   
1) £ z°* "Y* =1 since lim Xi*U No points of |z]=l can be 
m=o 
included in the domain of convergence of series 1). 
of __ 
2) £j|îi» =I since lim =1. z= C-l) can be included in 
domain of convergence of series 2)* 
3) ^ z^, • A*1 points on (z|=l can be included in the domain 
*=«n 
of convergence of series 3). 
0° 
Let j£an(z-z0)
n be convergent in | z-zQl




This secies in its domain of convergence (circle of conver¬ 
gence) assigns to each z there a value represents in 
lz-z0\*-Y a function, say f(z). 
1=2 = l*z*z2*. 
oc/ 
f (z)= JL_ can be represented by the series ^ zn in | zl^l 
1“Z O >»=o 
or we may say that the series ^zn~^~ in |zKl . 
Uniform Convergence*- 
6.3. Definition; The series Z. fn(z) converges uniformly in its domain 
of convergence m O for any 6 7 0,^” n=n( 6 ) such that 
| fn+i(z)
+fn4.2^
z^+ ^n+p^z^^* ^ for a11 n 8111(1 P^l 311(1 
for all z fe m, 
6.4. Theorem I: A power series converges uniformly in any circle 
concentric with its circle of convergence but of smaller radius. 
Proof : Let £ a^z-z^)11 be a power series whose circle of con- 
71-0 
vergence has positive radius'll. Let . Then observe 
that for each z in 1 z-zQl the series £ anCz-Zo)11 converges 
■n-9 
absolutely, since such a z in J z-zj^"*" . Let 6 7 0, then 
N=N( £ ) such that 
«le"***K*TlÇwl^e 





4 |an+l| Ç1"1, ♦ |an+2l  l®n+p| G 
fpr all n7N and for all Iz-ZolirC * and all p-2 1, Q.E.D. 
The following general criterion for uniform convergence is called 
Weierstrass M-test, 
6.5. Theorem II: Let be defined on a domain M, Let 
be such that jfn^
z^j“wh f°r all z€M and for each n. 
j i*n+ll ? 
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Let ^ ^a< *c° • Then the series £ fn(z) is uniformly 
7>= O 't>~° 
convergent in M. 
6,6, Examples : Let Ç be 0 1, Then claim > converges for 
all z such that 1 z(^£ • 
Observe 
y z* ^ 7 )zl° ^/Jzln 
' 
n-i * >1*1 '»l-i 
^ lzln - 1 ^I znl^»°°for all|î|^.ç^ 1. 
1_e^ * 
> _i_ # Find the domain of convergence. Consider 
Observe 
?T 91-/ 1 
71V 
1 , but 
.t\eln lnt*J li)h*rQ\ 
'I 
lei- 
so 7“j X7Wgx- whiél* converges for x^l* i.e,, 
w • e " / «J 
Re(z)?l is the domain of convergence for series 7-y * Q.E.Q. 
t» n 
71'/ 
The series ^ fn(z) is uniformly convergent in M<=?for any 
n=o 
G > 6, 3*N=N( G ) such that 1 fn*l*z^+fn+2^+***fn+y» 
for all n>N, for all z£M. Thus we see 
I ^ € • 
for all “p > 1, Let «-0* Thus we have 
all z€ M. 
1 IWI 
for 
It is easy to see that it is impossible to find N such that 
I for all z€|z|<l. Since if z is close to 1 then 
*U 
,n+l| 
I?—*..I is large ( in fact can be made as large as you please) for 
z in I z)<l and sufficiently closed to C ^ 0. 
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Uniformly Convergent Series of Analytic Functions :-Let ^fnCz)^ be a 
sequence of regular functions in a simply connected region G. Let the series 
(1) ^f_(z) converges uniformly in any closed subregion G of G. Then the 
\zo 
following theorems hold: 
6.7. Theorem: The series Cl) represents a continuous function in G. 
6.8, Theorem: The series (1) can be integrated term by term along a 
path K lying within G, i.e.t 
f/fn(z)
dz=<f ff j ^ u d £ J n(z)dz. 
1(71=19 
6.9. Theorem: The series (1) represents a regular function in G and in 
any closed subregion G of G, Series (1) can be differentiated 
term by term, i.e., for*? =0,1,2,.,.,...,, series (2) 
oo 
p1°(z)= Cz), moreover the series (2) converges uniformly in 
. _ 'M-O . . __ 
any closed subregion G of G. 
Proof of theorem 6.7. Let z® be any point in G. let G be any 
closed subregion of G containing the point zQ. Then for any 
oo 





F(z)= (z)= Ci nCz)+ /f„(z) 
2*0 7i=« 
A(z)= ^fn(z), R(z)= ^fn(z). 
7I=Q 
| F(Z)-FCZ0)I*:|A(Z>+RCZ)-^CZ0)-RCZ0)/ 
|A(Z)-A(Z0)|+|R(Z)| ♦ IR(Z0)| • 
Since A(z) is the sum of N+l continuous, hence for C ? 0, ^ 
S ) such that j A(z)-A(z0) Iwhenever \z-z0\^& . 
Now let z be such that it falls within G and such that J z-zQJ^S ■+ 
Hence for those z we have | F(z)-F(z0)|< £ + £ + £ » £ # 
3 3 3 
Hence F(z) is continuous in G. Q.E.D» 
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Proof of Theorem 6*8.: Since F(z) is continuous, the integral 
£ X 
Hence 
F(z)dz exists, provided K lies in G. But F(z)=A(z)+R(z)« 
VF(z)dz= 1 A(z)dz+ \ R(z)dz, 





C F(z)dz- ^(fa(z)= Ç 'K . 
[(.]> fn(z))dz=^ (fnCz)dz. \ -n-o . . n=o Ac 
R(z)dz, 
K. 
Now since K is a closed subregion of G, 3* for any 67 0. 
N=N( G ) such that / R(z)/ ^ £ for all z € K. Hence 
j>cz)dz- 2fa<2>Uef, 
where j( is the length of the path K. Since 6 is arbitrarily 
l£ 
we see that 
rF(z)dz= ( ^fn(z)dz= ^]fn(z)dz* Q.E.D. 
IC _ ')|=-0 K 
6.10. Theorem: Let > fn(z)4 be a uniformly convergent sequence of 
? continuous functions on a path K. Then the series £ fn(z) 
71=0 
be integrated term by term along the path K, i.e*, . 
can 
C( f f (z)dz= ^ Cfn(z)dz. 
We now prove theorem 6.9. Let C be any closed path lying 
in G* Then the series < fn(z) is uniformly convergent in C. 
n-o 
Hence it represents in C a continuous function F and consequently 
CF(z)dz= r /^fn(z)dz= ^ ffn(z)dz=0, JC JciTiO rt-Jc 
since each fn is regular in G and C is an arbitrary closed path 
in G. Now using Morera*s theorem we have F is regular. 
Let G be any closed subregion of G. Then, by virtue of 
lemma 3.4. ^ a simple closed path C which contains G in its 
interior (see figure 10) and which contained wholly within G. 
Moreover the distance f rom C to G is Ç ? 0. Since F is regular 
54 
in Gy we have that 
F(p)(z)=-£l_ Ç—!LL%1— dx 
2#-i ) (I-*)P+1 
0
_ Pi 
" 2T1 ' 
£ ep-o,i,2, 
11=0 
Now that each of these series converges uniformly follows 
from the following inequality: 
Ttfr , , 7i+y r 
-I•* 
V=T»+I **-y 1 V-n+j •(» 9 
J ,*L.f .jfcfcL&. hni^cÿ-zjpn 
J «*£
d3 -M- £Li,e 
l2ni)4(^_Z)
p “v - 2n' ^p+i 2irep+1 
where 6^0 and arbitrarily and*J N®N( 6) such that 
| ^n+i^+^n+2^+** (z)|^ 6 for all n^Nt 
V £ 0, and z£ C. 
The above inequality holds for all n>N, f > 0, and zfG, i«e,, 
<r 
4 fn(p)(2) converges uniformly in G, Q.fi.D. H=o 
Figure 10 
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Application to Power Series: Let 1 Z-ZQ1 ~Y(.>0) be the circle of 
«o 
convergence for the series X an(z-zo)n. Let Q be such that • 
7i=o 
Then, by theorem 6.4. the series above is uniformly convergent in] z-zo \*L Ç. 
Thus ( Z-ZQJ^’Y plays the role of G and } z-zQ J ■!= Ç the role of G. Hence 
we have the following theorem. 
6.11. Theorem: The series ^an(z-z0)
n represents a regular function 
f in / z-zo/^T and 
f ^(z)= 4“ Cn-1) (n-p +1 ) an Cz-z0 )
n-p. 
71=0 
Set T =n-p and n= V+p 
f^p\z)* ^(V+p)(V +p-l)......( V+p-p+DayCz-Zo)^ 
J-o 
= ^(Vn)(V+2) (V ♦p)Cav+p)Cz-zo) 
=pl < Vl(V+l)(V+2).......(~V+p)(a*+p)(z-zo)^ 
. V=o - VIP* • 
<x> 
|av 4p(z-z0), 




Now set p=n, 
Then an=. f^n^Zo^ . Observe that 
nl 




1 M 2lre 





4 where |f(z)|<M on Jz-z©! = Ç • 
Hence 
| anjfJS^ is Cauchy's inequality. 
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EXERCISES 






2) Prove that a power series can be differentiated term-by-term and that a 
power series can be integrated term-by-term within the circle of conver¬ 
gence» 
3) For what values of x will the following series converge? 
(a) ^ 1 
x^logCn+l) 
(b) ? x** ’ 
n-Z (login)11 
(c) ? x° 
(l-x)b 
4. Prove that each of the following series is uniformly convergent over the 
range of values of x given; 
<w> 
(a) ^_nx®, -2£|XK§ 
^ e
nx 3 
(b) Z. —~rr » xi log 7 
»-1 * 




EXPANSION OP ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS IN POWER SERIES 
Expansion and Identity Theorems for Power Series,-» 
7,1, Taylor's Expansion Theorem; Let f be regular in a region G, Let 
zc be any point of G, Then f(z) can be expanded uniquely in a 
power series about the point z0 in G, i.e., f(z)= JnCz-Zo)-. 
where 
f(n)(2o) 
311 HT— * 
This series converges at least in the largest circle about z© as 
center and contained wholly within G. The exact circle of con¬ 
vergence of the series is the largest circle, about zQ as center, 
in which f is defined or definable as a regular function. 
Proof : Let C be the largest circle about z0 as center contained 
entirely within G. Let its radius be Ç . Let Q\ , be such that 
o < e, ,< e . 
Observe that 
1 = 1 
£-z0+z0-z 
oC 
1 Z~ZQ - l- r-*- ■ - 
OO 
_ <£" (z-: (z“Zo)I1 , i Recall that f(z)= 
a^-ZoF** — 217 ^ 
_ 1 <Y z*zp\ 
Ÿ“zo " $-zoC.\t-zQ) 
■>1=0 
1 f f(*> .. 
r J ’%-» d5 now for 
z in the circle \z-z0\éÇt . We have (since \2rffP.. < l 
* o“2o I P 




is uniformly convergent with respect to ^6 , idle re z is an arbi¬ 




f (z) (nil * M£t5)lhw^d* 2TJi ^1,-* 
$pUL ( ,f<?> djl-i-T (z-2o)
n 
)(5-z0>
n J- J •n=p 
oo 
<* f^Cz©) r -n -<—si—<z-2®) * 
'hio v„ f
nCz©) 
Thus we have f (z)= RQCZ-ZQ) where an==-|n— and the series 
•71=0 
converges at least in |z-z0| <^Ç . 
How for uniqueness: 
eO 
Suppose another series ^ bn(z-z0)
n such that 
»=© 
f(z)= ^bnCz-Zg)*1 in the same circle of convergence as the series 
cO oO, 
<‘an(z-z0)
n. Then £ zri(.z-z0')
n= ^bn(z-z0)n in lz-z0l<Ç . 
T*-  -»l = o" -»l = o 
Observe that for z=z0, we have a0=b0. 
In addition 
P. I (v;f).v»^
v *P=P'?CT)VP<2-2O> V*P 
. V=oV V=o 
where pi ap=p! bp, i.e., ap=bp, p=0,l»2,** Thus unique¬ 
ness is proved* 
7.2* Example: Find Taylor’s expansion for 
1) f(z>= f 
but 
V 









Hence the series we haze ( ±5. (2-l)n. 
/I * 
-U.=l1m i =1, therefore r=l* The series converges in the 
unit circle about 1 as radius* 
. r, •' 





a-1(-i) ■ , so 1 
Z." n 2^ 
Therefore 
la z=la 2*^ <-1>n~1- 
3) We want to expand the function about the point z=a, 
where aj*l. 
1 » 1 = 1 / 1 (z-a)n 
T=ï 1-a+a-z I=ïh. £ ("l-a)n+'L 
' J 71-p . . 
This series converges for all z such that l§=fr|^fy i*e.t 
for all z such that \z-al ^ U -at which is the radius of the 
circle of convergence. 
4) Expand In (1+z) about z=a, a/-l. 
InC1+z)=in (1+a+z-a) 
=ln [(l+a)(l+-§^] =ln(l+a)+ln(l+ 
  
7.3. Weierstrass’s Double-Series Theorem; 
Let the function 
fnCz)= ^ SJJJfl(z—ZQ)
10 y n=0fl,2y. 
7a*» 
be convergent in /z-z0/ 0). Let the series 
©o 
F(z)=^ fn(z) be uniformly convergent in Iz-zJ , 
Then the series ^ A^CZ-ZQ)^, where A^= /sLk is the power series 
»*-* . fco 
for F(z) about z0 and this series converges at least in |z-z0^T . 
Proofs By a previous result, 6.9., F(z) is regular in Jz-z0\ZV 
By the expansion theorem (Taylor’s theorem) F(z) can be expanded 
.... o£ 
in a power series about the point z0* In fact F(z)= ^A^CZ-ZQ)*, 
K-o 
which is valid throughout |z-zeJ 
60 
But 
. #(k)(z) . 1 dk fêç ,mùl Ak-Tn CT^Ç//ZV/2=2O 
= ^f(i^9i = ^akn. Q.E.D. KI *s° 
7.4. Explanation: 
? 












7.5. Example: Consider fnCz)= -i_^6T
z 111 n* about z0=2, where, n 
n=l,2,3,....  
a) la first cast F(z)= £fn(z) is uniformly convergent in 
■n»o 
| z-21 1. (This was proved in Example 6.6.) Hence the 
function F(z) is regular in |z-2l<£ 1. 
fn(z)= ^ ank(2"2<>)k "n— ft— 
fa(z)=©”
2 111 n 
fACz)=e“z ln n(-ln n) 
fA’Cz^e*2 1x1 n(-ln n)(-ln n) 
fk(z)=e-2 111 n(-ln a)k=(-l)k(la n)ke_2 ln 
Therefore 
. - fk(2) _ (-l)k(ln n)k l'Z 111 n _ C-l)k(ln n)k ïïè ak“ -in— n  kl  
By our theorem (preceding) if we set Ak= 4 a,^ then the series 
2 V=/ 
for our series F is given by F(z)= ^.Ajjfz-z^) , 
, v 9», Æ v K-l 
A. SC-I)* (In n)k Ak-rr^“^2—• 
k 
7.6. Theorem: A function f(z) cannot have a maximum modulus in the 
61 
neighborhood of a point z0 at which it is regular unless the 
function fCz) has the same value throughout that neighborhood* 
Proof : Let f be regular in a region 6, Let z0 be any point in G* 




converge in \z-z0J<T ( V>0). (Suppose f(z) is not constant in 
G, Then there exist some first coefficient after ao not zero* 







io< , am=B ei? (B > 0) and | z-zQ\ = e
ie* 
Then 
f(z)=A eio< +B m ®+am+l(z-z©)m+1+   • 




U<*)| >|A+<=>“ [B-Qa^i/ç +lam+2|(? 
2+ Ü) * 
But since power series are continuous* we can choose Ç such that 
1%1+llÇ + \ am+2j Ç 2+. 2b« Hence for thpse Q we have 
\f(z)|> A+£ Bçm= |f (z0)| ♦ \ Bç®1 > \f(z0)l for, every Ç such that 
0 <Ç <*r , 
such that for all 0 < Ç **0 0 the expression in 
^ ]> i B* For 0<? <Ç04Twe have 
\f(z)| > A+i Bç“>A=|fCzb>J# Q.B.D. 
Identity Theorem for Analytic Functions*- 
7*7* Theorem: Let fj and f2 be regular in a region G» Let z0£Ga Let 
^l(z) and f 2(z) coincide in a neighborhood of z0 (however small) 
contained in G, or along any path segment (however small) 
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contained in G but terminating at the point z0 or only for an 
infinite number of points of G# with z0 as limit point# Then 
fi(z)=f2(z) throughout G. (See figure 11)* 
Proofs f^ and £2 are regular at z0* Let K0 be the largest circle 
about z0 as center lying wholly within G, By Taylor’s theorem 
fj(z) *nd f2(z) can be expanded in a series about zQ which con¬ 
verge at least in K0. By the identity theorem for power series, 
these two expansions coincide in KQ, Thus £ ^iz')=f 2^-z) in Ko* 
Let ^ be an arbitrary point of G and O ¥z0, Join z0 to 3 by a 
path K* which lies within G* Let Ç be the positive number we 
know exist by virtue of a lemma proved in 3.4» Subdivide the 
path K into subpaths (each of length less than Ç ) by points of 
subdivision z0» zi* Z2»»« 
zm-l» zm=^ • be toe largest 
circle about z^contained wholly within G OH =0,1,2,.#.#..#m)# 
By virtue of manner of selections of the points z.*^ each con¬ 
tains the center of the next# 
Thus z^6 Ko and a neighborhood about z^ also. Hencè f^(z) 
and f2(z) can be expanded in power series about zj which converge 
at least in Kj* But by the identity theorem for power series. 
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these two expansions are the same. Therefore f^(z)=f(z) in Kj. 
Now observe that z24 Kj and a neighborhood about z2 also* 
Hence f^(z) and f2(z) can be expanded in a power series about z2 
which converges at least in K2• But by the identity theorem for 
power series, these two expansions are the same. Hence 
£^CZ)=£2(-Z) in K, and so on. At the mth step the situation reads! 
^■m-lzm= 2 and a neighborhood about ? • Hence a power series 
expansions of f^(z) and f 2(z) about Zm_i which converge at least 
in By the identity theorem for power series, these two 
expansions are the same. Hence f1(z)=f2(z) in butiS or 
Zm^Km-1, so that, f^C^ )=f2( $ )• Q.E.D. 
Note: This method of proof is knovn as the circle chain method. 
7.8. Definition: Let f be regular in G. A point zQ in G is called a 
zero of f(z) if and’only if f(zo)=0* A point zQ€ G is ealled an 
a-point of f(z) if and only if f(z0)
sa+ 
7.9. Theorem: If f is regular in G, then in any closed subdomain G'C G, 
fCz) has only a finite number of a-points, unless fCz) is every¬ 
where equal to a. 
Proof: Suppose fCz) has infinitely many a-points in G'. Then these 
a-points have a limit point z06 G* and consequently to G. Now 
the function which is identically equal to a throughout the com¬ 
plex plane is regular in G. (Call it g(z)=a). Now by the iden¬ 
tity theorem for analytic functions f(z)=a. Q.E.D. 
7.10. Theorem: Let f be regular in G. Let zQ be an a-point of non¬ 
constant f(z) in G. Then ^ a circle small enough about zQ as 
center so that f(z) takes the value a only at the point z0# 
7.11. Theorem: Let f^ and f2 be regular in G. Let zQ G. Let 
fl(z0)=f2(z0) and f^(z^sf j^Çzo); 41=1,2,i...  
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Then f^(z)=f2(z) throughout G. 
Proof: Since fj. and f2 are regular in Gt f^Cz) and f2(z) can be 
expanded in power series about z0 which converges at least in the 
largest circle with zQ as center contained within G. But these 
two expansions are the same since f£n^(z)cf2n^zo^» ^or 
f{n>(z0> _ f2°^Czo) 
sn—“ y\\ * 
Thus f1(z)=f2(z) in a neighborhood of z0. Hencely the identity 
theorem for analytic functions f^(z)*f2(z) throughout G^ Q.E.D. 
7.12. Theorem: Let f non-constant regular in the region G. Let z0 be¬ 
long to G and be an a-point of f(z). Then 'JJf a definite integer 
K such that f^(z)= ^2.Va— has a power series expansion 
Cz-z0 f* 
fjCzJ^^bjCz-Zo)*.. which is valid for all z different 
from z0 and for which bo^0. 
I 
\ 
Proof: Since f is regular at zQ by Taylor’s theorem f(z) can be 
expanded in a power series about z0, i.e.t f(z)=a0+ai(z-z0)+.... 
Here ao=a. So f(z)-a=a^Cz-zQ)+a£(z-zo)...... « But since f 
is non-constant some ai after must be different from zero. 
Suppose a^ is the first one of them. Then 
f (z)-a=a^ (Z-ZQ^ +a^+1 (z-zQ)*
+*+....... Hence 
*fl(z)a~Tz^z5yr =ao< *a«< ♦i(z-z0)+..... which is valid for 
every z different from zQ for all zj*z0 for which * is valid. 
The theorem is complete if we set 
^ =bQ » ^ y o( * \ * V »2. .......Q. £. D. 
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EXERCISES 
1) . Expand 
2) . Expand 
3) . Expand 
4) . Expand 
^ in a Taylor series about x=l* 
in a Taylor series about x=l. 
 —» in a Taylor series about x=l. 
(3x+5)2 





8*1, Theorem: Let a regular function f^(z) be defined in a region G^ 
and let G2‘be another region which has a certain subregion g, but 
only this one, in common with G..... Then, if a function f2(z) 
exists which is regular in G2 and coincides with f^(z) in g, there 
can only be one such function. f^Cz) and f 2(z) are called ana¬ 
lytic continuations of each other. They serve as partial repre¬ 
sentations or elements of one and the same function F(z) deter¬ 
mined by them, and F(z) is regular in the composite region formed 
by G^.and G£. 
As a follow up to this theorem and also expanding this idea of analyt¬ 
ical continuation, we shail attempt in the remainder of this chapter to 
clarify the following: 
(i) Where is a function f^(z) defined in a region G^ continuable into 
a region G2 and what is it's continuation? 
(ii) Can f^Cz), defined in a region G^ be continued into regions G2, 
G3......which have only a single subregion in common with the preceding 
region and f2(z), f3(z).....be the respective continuations? 
Ciii) If one element of F(z) is given, how does one determine further 
elements of F(z)? 
oc 
8.2. Example: Let fi(z)= be a function regular in \ z\<£ L and 
°° 
f2(z)= be a function regular in | z+i| 
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Now fx(z)= i=z and f2(z)= in the region denoted by g. (See 
figure 12)* Therefore according to the above theorem F(z)= » 
8.3, Example: Let F(z)=ln z. Now if we consider the following we can 
define fj_(z) and f2(z). 
In z=ln(z-l+l)=ln(l+z-l) 
=(z-l)- (z~~-- ♦ (z31) + 
n-1 
Therefore f^(z)= ~ (z-l)a which converges in G^z-lfcl 
■>»—i 










Theorem: If a function of a real variable can be continued ana¬ 
lytically into the complex domain, then it can be done in only one 
way. 
8.5. Examples F(x)= *15 x is any real number. This can be continued 




1) Rational Function: Given 
ff ï ao*aiX*a2x
2» anx" ^X;“b0+bix+b2x2+ TTTTb^ 




4+   
moreover it is regular everywhere except where the denominator vanishes, 
2) ez, sin z, cos z: Now we can consider the continuations of the exponen¬ 
tial function and the trigonometric functions* We can define by series as 
follows 
e A x ZT  5T •••• <£.nT 
x
3 ,5 ^, xk x2 k+1 
sm x=x- JJ- * - + 9 cL X 
cos x=l- «- ir * ?r - * * £ <-1) 
X-Q <2 k*l>7 
k x‘ 2 k 
X=-° (2 k)l 
Now if we replaced x by z we will have there continuations in the complex 
domain, i*e*f 
f^ni* £*, ♦  
3 5 - *§■ 
Cz)=z- fr * fr- - * - .2 31 51 
f,(z)=l- IT ♦ 
c*2 







They are regular in the entire plane* 
Continuation by Means of Power Series*-A function fQ(z) regular in a 
region G can be expanded in a power series in G about a point zQ contained 




/ff^O - . 
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where a£°)ss “ST 
Now in considering the radius of convergence of this function we have two 
cases: 
1) T^*©0. The series then converges for every z. Now with reference to 
continuation! this means that there is a function which continues fQ(z) be¬ 
yond G; it is regular in the entire plane. Therefore, no other function 
which is regular anywhere can be obtained from f^(z) by continuation except 
the one defined by that everywhere-convergent power series. 
2 >rc Now we apply the theorem of analytical continuation as follows: 
choose another point z. in the circle of convergence of f0Cz). Then if we 
expand a power series about this point we would have f^(z)“c a^^(z-zj)n, 
where a^1^3 f^^Cz^). Now we will have either as in (1) (figure 13) or 
T^3 ro-|^iI 
or as in (2) 14) T x >"T0-|z0-zj « 
Figure 13 Figure 14 
In attempting to continue a given functional element in all directions, two 
cases present themselves: 
1) The boundary of the region of regularity cannot be crossed, i.e., no 
boundary point can be incorporated into the circle of convergence of an ele- 
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ment determined by the given case* The boundary is then called a natural 
boundary* 
8*6* Example: 
*f(z)= £znI, \z\cl* 
We claim that the boundary of the unit circle | z \ C. 1 is a natural 
boundary for *, We shall show that no arc of \z\=1 can consist 
only of regular points of * * Thus we shall show that in any arc 
of Jz|=l there are infinitely many points of the form z0=e*
niV 
(p,q are positive integers) for which * ceases to converge. 
Let M be arbitrarily large and positive. Let z=£z0, 





- f p»» >(n-q*l) 
m!-(q-l). 
Let Ç 1. Then (m-q+1) Ç mt-(q-l) m-q+l-q'*'l=m-2q+2=M+2* 
Hencesuch that ^<^4. 1 and we have |f(z)| y M 
for which z=^z0, 
2) The given element can be continued over the boundary of its circle of 
convergence in all directions* This is impossible by virtue of 
8,7, Theorem:^' at least one singular point on the boundary of the 
circle of convergence of any given power series. 
Proof : Suppose the circle of convergence of the given power series 
is |z-z0J^^2» where the power series is given by 
f(z)= i^z-z >n. 
Assume that we can continue f across every point of the boundary 
of l2-zol<ri* 
nl 
In this continuation there can be no confusion 
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as the identity of the functional values in common region of the 
circles which converge on the boundary of |z-z0j ^"Vj* 
Now by the Hiene-Borel Theorem a finite number of these 
covering circles which covers Jz-z0|
="^i* Thus this finite num¬ 
ber of circles covers a domain into which f can be continued and 
in which f is regular* Hence ^ a circle )z-zc| 2 with 
■y*2 >"^1* which f is definable to be regular. Therefore 
^z-zjj was not the true circle of convergences of f. Q.E.D. 
8*8* Monodromy Theorem: Let G be a simply connected region and f 
of G* Then if f0(z) can be continued from z0 along every path 
within Gt the continuation gives rise to a function which is 
single-valued and regular in the entire region G, 
Regularity and Convergence«-There is no relation between regularity 
and singularity and convergence and divergence on the boundary of the circle 
of convergence of a power series* 
The following possibilities exist: 
1) convergence and regular 
2) convergence and singular f 
3) divergence and regular 
4) divergence and singular 
8*9. Examples to Illustrate Each Case: 
fc(z)
3 ^anCs-Zo)® a regular functional element at the point ze 
. ■'H-o 
This series converges for |z|£ 1* But 
which converges. Hence f(z) is regular at 
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2=1. (See figure 15). 
Ç n 
2) f(z)= X1 • The circle of convergence of this series is 
>132 
Here each point of the boundary can be included in the domain of 
convergence. Thus the above series converges at z=l. We claim 
that z=l is a singular point for function represented by the above 
series. Let us expand the function in a power series about the 
point 2=^. 






.(n) /_•*_ (n-2)! 
<2)‘ ïï^1 * 
Hence 
_ _ (n-2)!. _ 1 
% n."|"n=I " nCn-1) | * 
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f<z)=f(ï) *f’(I) (z4) * I -Jïjn- 
This series converges for 
fjjd, i.e., |z-|kl 
i.e. » the circle of convergence of our series is contained en¬ 
tirely within UU1 therefore z=1 is a singular point, 
3) f(z>= ^(-1)V. 
Tl ~o 
|z]4 1 is the circle of convergence, but it is clear that the 
series diverge at z=l. 
We claim that z=l is a regular point of the function repre- oO 
seated by the series above. Recall that £ (-1 )nzn=* 
-n-o 
f (z)= _ 1 I*z 
f’(z)= L 
(l+z)‘ 
f’(l)= - i- , 
4 
Therefore z=l is a regular point, 
4) f(z)= ^z", 
?>=o 
)z|41 is the circle of convergence. The series does not converge 
at z=l. We claim that the function represgnted by the above series 
has a singular point at z=l. 
f (z>= zn= 
vt=o x~ 
1 
f*(1) does not exist. Therefore z=l is a singular point. 
Multiple-Valued Functions (Examples).- 





is a regular analytic fucntion in the right-half plane» if the path of 
integration is confined to this half-plane. We can express log x as 
follow for x > Qi 
log 
Note that f(z)=log x, if z=x ? 0* 
If we let z=-l we would have that; (Consider figure 16.) 
log(-l)= ) = TIi 
-ÎÇ * 
also log<-l)» = -TT i 
* J'V 
Note: 
-l=e”ni. e277k i»e7Fl • e2T1k i(k=0, +1, 12...) 
If we go along the path for 1 to -1 in the upper half plane and 
then go around the origin m times in the positive direction end¬ 
ing up at -1, we see that log(-l)= ni+2TTm i. 
If we do the opposite, then we get log(-l)=-TTi-2TTia i. 
Hence in general the log(-l)= TTi+217k i (k=0, *1, +2, ) 
If zo*0f then z0= |z.| e
iee2Ttk i, k=0, +l, +2,  
log zo-loglzol +i(0+21Tk), k=0» +1, +2, ......... The origin is a 
branch point of log z of infinite order. Each branch of 
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f(z)=log z is single-valued in every simply connected region which 
excludes the origin. 
2) vFfXz)®11^, is a positive integer "7 1. Considerx 7 0 
I.', 
N x=e « x 7 0. 
Look at eK Z. Take the principal branch of log z, i.e., the 
branch for which ln(l)=0 and In z=ln x, for z=x 0. Denote this 
1 ^ 
by La z. Set f0(z)=e® « Then this function arises as a con¬ 
tinuation of f0(x)=\Jx*, x 0 into the complex domain. For z=x 
we have 
X-’ÏSX 
Note that foia)* nr la z is regular in the entire finite plane ex- 
cept at z=0. We have more, i.e., W=^NTZ'is regular throughout 
the finite complex plane except at the origin. 
Recall 
In z=Ln z+2 TT k i, k=0, +2, +. 
Set f(z)=e^ Z . Then 
s ffiCLn z*277k i) w Ln z ~ ■ JJQK * 
f(z)=e® =e e m =f0(z)e^ 
Then f(z) is m-valued, i.e., f has m-branches. 
/ 2TTkJL\ ■ 
jth root of unity, i.e.,^e Dl J =1* e2^ . is an ELL" 
8.10. Theorem: If k^ and k2 are such that ki-k2=k m (k an integer). 
then 
277 kl i 21Tk2 i 
 nr— _ _ nr— 
e = e 
Proof : Observe that 
2tfi ki 2^i(k2^km) 
= e =e 
2 7Tl  tar 
2fi 
•-u nr 
k m 2 TTi k? 
■ ■ ■ ar7 *• Be 
Q. £. D. 
Thus to obtain the distinct values of 
277k i 
e m it is sufficient 
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to consider only values for k=0,l,2,3,.( 
1 
m-branches or determinations of f(z)=eOT 
In z 
,m-l. Hence the 
are given by 
2Flk i 
fj,(z)=f0Cz)e , k~0|l|2f»«*« 
The origin is a branch point of order m-1 (for the first 
stage of ambiguity occurs when m=2.) 
| In z -fl* - "n^r— 
Now we identity e with >4 * and note that f(z)=N z 
is a continuation of fQ(x)=^ x, x > 0 into the complex domain, 
that is, the function is regular throughout the whole finite 
plane except at zs0, that it is m-valued, and that each branch 
(or determination) of this function is single valued in the finite 
plane excluding cPi , This is always true (^)m=z. 
EXERCISES 
1) Can the real function defined for -l<-x^+l by 
* » 
. fe * for x/0 
f (x)s t for x=0 ' 
be contained into the complex domain? 
2) Do the following pairs of functions form analytic continuations? 
(a) f1(z)=Log z, f2(z)=log j z|+i arg z, 0<- arg 2 IT; 
(b) fi(z)=?. (-l)n(z-l)", fz-l|* 1 and f2(z)=£ (-l)n 
3) The functions 
(a) f(z)=2 j£r- <b> -4r 
ytsi x * V, 1+Z2 
are defined and regular for |zj£. 1. Show that they cannot be continued 
beyond the wait circle, 




>i=x n log 




to> E(-1>n 5n 
5) If V =1 is the radius of convergence of the series h(x)= 4 if 
bn>0 diverges, then 
lim h(x)=* ^*0 
X~>«| 
where x denotes a real variable. 
CHAPTER IX 
ENTIRE TRANSCENDENTAL FUNCTIONS 
Definitions+According to the developments of the preceding chapter, the 
simplest functions appear to be those whose power-series expansions converge 
in the entire plane; for, such a function is regular in the whole plane, and 




furnishes for every z the corresponding value of the function. These func¬ 
tions therefore are necessarily single-valued. They are called, briefly, 
entire functions and are classified as entire transcendental functions and 
entire rational functions (or polynomials) according as ah infinite number 
or only a finite number, respectively, of the coefficients ajj of the expan¬ 
sion are different from zero. In the latter case, if a^ is the last non¬ 
zero coefficient, m is called the degree of the polynomial. ez, sin z, 
and cos z, for example, are entire transcendental functions. 
The theorems which follow deal with the characteristic behavior of 
these functions. 
Behavior for Large 1 Zf .- f 
9.1. Theorem; (Liouville*s Theorem) A non-constant entire function as¬ 
sumes arbitarily large values outside of every circle, i.e., for 
any positive constants M and R some points z in | z|>R such 
that 
Proof: Assume the contrary, then J a positive constant M such that 
|f (z)l 5 M for all z in finite plane, i.e., f is bounded in the 
finite plane. Redall Cauchy*s inequality. | a^ < ^ . But ^ is 




i.e., f is constant. A contradiction. Q.E.D. 
9.2. Theorem: If f(z) is an entire rational function say of degree 
m^l, then constants G and R such that |f(z){ ^ G fôr all z 
in Jzl > R. 
Proof : By assumption 
f(z)=ao+ai*+a2z




■aS * ?» 
Now observe 
for |z| ? R0* Hence for | z| > 8© lfCz>l à |a,J \z] “. 
Now certainly ^ Rj such that § ) a^) \ z| ^ G for \ z ( > Rj* Set 
R=maximum (R^R^) then |f(z)l ^ G for-all z for which |z|^R. 
Q. E. D. 
9.3. Theorem: We can now prove (Fundamental theorem of algebra). If 
f(z) is a polynomial of degree ra£l, then f(z) has at least one 
zero in the complex plane. (i.e., f(z)=0 has at least one 
solution in complex numbers)# 
Proof: Suppose f(z) has no zeros in the complex plane. Then 
r *g(z) is a non-constant entire function and hence for con- 
f \.z) 
' “ M 
stants 1 and R >0, |g(z)| > 1 for some z in Jz) > R. This violates 
theorem 9.2., since such that | f(z)J > 1 for all z in 
JzJ 7- Rj. This contradiction, establishes our theorem. Q.E.D. 
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9.4. Theorem: If f is an entire transcendental function» then for 
arbitrary constants G, R, and (m*:l), ^ some z in Jz|^R such 
that j f (z)J > G|z] • 
Proof: Assume contrary. Then ^ G>0 such that } f(z)|4 G|z| 
for all z in finite plane. Again recall Cauchy*s inequality 
m 
rlt » 
^ . . co“ m-n 
But Q is arbitrary. Hence an=0 for n^m. Thus 
f(z)=a0
+aiz+.......i.aaz"1. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
9.5. Theorem: (Casorati-Weierstrass) An entire transcendental function 
f(z) comes arbitrarly close to every value outside of every circle. 
That is, if c, R(>0) and €> 0 are given arbitrarily then 
points z in Jz|?R such that \f(z)-cK€ . 
Proof: 
a) Suppose fCz) has infinitely many c-points. Then f(z) has 
only a finite number of c points in jzJ^R, (by a previous 
theorem 7.9.). Hence points z in |z|>R for which f(z)=c. 
b) Suppose f(z) has no c-points. Then f1(z)=y^iy~ is a 
non-constant.entire function. Hence by virtue of theorem 9,1. 
points z in JzJ^R such that |f(z)-c|^6 • 
c) Suppose f(z) has a finite number of c-points, say 
z1,z2, ,Zfc with orders «1*0(2» respective¬ 
ly. Then 
fl(z)« f(z)-c 
(z-zi^1 (z-z2f^*> ....(z-zk) * 
is an entire transcendental function without c-points. 
Hence f2(z)= j~^z7 *s 311 en‘t^re transcendental function. 
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Hence by theorem 9,4. points z in | zl>R such that 
jf2(z)j^^|z| « where m=«fj + °^+.,...+s(jE» That is, ^points 
z in | z | >R such that , , 
Jfo-cXfl *—(z-Z2^«-'"*<2-2k) *| ' 
But ? Rj. such that 
(z-Zj^' (z-z2f^
1 1^ - r 
 —... . —  1  c 2# for z in m . I 
•9 * 
|zJ>Rj[^R. Therefore points z in Jzj^R such that 
)f(z)-cj<6. Q.E.D. 
EXERCISES 
1) Prove theorem 9,5, more simply and quickly with the aid of the Laurent 
expansion of 
f (,c)—c 
for large | Z|, treated in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER X 
THE LAURENT EXPANSION 
The Expansion,- 
10,1. Theorem: Let f be regular in the annulus 
(1) T2 <Jz-zD| ^ Y| • 




an= JTJJ Jc£%jpkl * n=°r -1» -2 311(1 
nx-i oi*e 
V2 <tTi, The series (2) converges in (1) and the exact do¬ 
main of convergence is the largest annulus in which f is regular 
or definable to be a regular function, (See figure 17), 
Proof: Let z be any point in (1), Let 9 ± and Ç2 such that 
the annulus 9 2^1 z“zo| = is contained in (1) and contains 
the point z. Draw an auxiliary path K from to C2, not pass¬ 
ing through the point z. Set C=CJL+K+(-C2)'K-K), This is a sim¬ 
ple positive oriented closed path. Hence 
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1) Now consider ^ on C^. Observe 
oo 
1 = 1 - . 1 , » 1 <A-2o \ 




which is uniformly convergent since 
z—20 
% -Zo * 
^ 1. Hence 
^ 3] (z-z0)
n. _a> *■ 
2) Now consider C2* Observe 
» 
-JL- » —4 = - -1  
3 “z ' J-Zo)-(z-zo) z_z° 1_ (irfsL) 
Vz-zo/ 




( cï-zo)°f ^ ><o) «w**1 
■»-o XCi 
, c dil (z-20)-n. 
L 4 2H1 ) C^-zo)""*1 5 I 
**' . 
(i) 2|fr ((f^r dJ • “-0-1*2  
*1 





f i.e#f f(z)= /’an(z-z0)
n. 
But recall that the integrals (i) and (ii) are independent of and 
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C2» so long as the path lies within (1)* Hence if we take 
C: Iz-zJ = Ç 9^1» we have that 
an= T dj » n=0,*l,±2,43....... • Q.E.D. 
The Laurent series is unique. Suppose fCz)5* ^^{.Z-ZQŸ1 
and f(z)= ^bn(z-z0)
n in (1)* Recall 




Multiply (2) by 2|pt(z-z0) and integrate around the circle 
Iz-Zc/ = 0,T2,< (?^Yl* 111611 o<5 
ifsW ^an(z-z0)
n“^-1]dz= C r^r^nC Z -ZQ)11”^1] 
4»L J,L "hs-tP 
°e*' ^ 
/^U. Ç cz -z0)n_/<<'~1d2 =jf ** /*": z-z0)n~'*-1dz. JrfT ° 
dZ 
This implies a^t^byu»/* =0,±1,±2,±...«  Hence the Laurent 
series is unique. Q.E.D. 
1 10.2. Example: Expand 
1) 0Zj2|Zl 
2) U|z|<2 






1 + 1 = 1-1 
z-1 z-2 1-z 2-z 
co otf, oo 
= £zn-è ^(|)n= ^zn- ^-|)n+1 zn= ^a- zn* 
H-0 ttsfi T ~9 *118.0 
Cz-i) (z-2)= à " à = " (l^) 
~^zn+i~ tiiich converges in | < |z] < 2. 
3| = <? 
X 
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3) |z| >2 
1    
(z-l)(z-2) z~l 
note» 
1 ♦ 1 
— Z=2 
- 1 = - k . * - - I 2 ITT z O* A 2T use 
which converge | ?/ 4 1, | zj > 1 
1 _ 1 1 _ 1 *>( 2V1 also zs^r - z « -—2 î »NU; 
x“ jr its» 





'>» = <» 
which converge for |z| > 2. 
EXERCISES 
1) Expand in Laurent series in the annulus given: 
(a) f(z)= JZTT * |z-2j4 3 




w z Cc) f(z)= -2--i 
Z“+l *<!=;< l 
(d) f(z)= -4—^ 2< |z|4. 5 
z^+1 1 
CHAPTER XI 
THE VARIOUS TYPES OF SINGULARITIES 
Singularities (Isolated).-Let f be regular and single-valued in 
o <| z-z0| < y . Then f(z) can be expanded in a Laurent series in 
O^jz**zol^T * Thus f (z)-* ^anCz-z©) an , where 
-■ ér \ '4 3 • n=0-11*±2 0 
'\1-2JïÇ 





The second summation is called the principal part. (We denote it by 
11.1. Definition: If only a finite number of a_n are ^0, then the point 
zQ is called a pole. If a_^^0 and if a_n=0 for all n ^ , then 
z0 is called tt pole of order ju. (also referred to as a non- 
essential singularity). 




f (z)“l* | + —j£2 * 0<c|z| 
0 is an essential singularity. 
2) f(z)a | 
0 is a pole of order 1 or a simple pole. 
11.3. Theorem: If f(z) has a pole of order e< at z0, i.e., ^ is aa 
entire rational function of z’, then given G7 0 arbitrarily, 
such that |f(z)l^G for all z such that |z-z0J^S * 
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Proof: By hypothesis 
a~* * ♦ a-«+2 +> 









. . a-o(+n , _ 
where bn= n=lf2 
Choose § such that SV and such that 
J l+bi(z-z0)*.......^i>2 for all z for which \z-z0|C$ • Now 
we have that 
lf(z)l - jv-zo^- 1 for \z-*ol<S 
la-cj| 
I f(z)/ ^a-^j |=G for Jz-z0|^S * Q.E.D. 
11.4. Theorem: (Casorati-Weierstrass) If f(z) has an essential singu- 
larity at z0f i.e., if = ^bnz*
n is an entire transcendental 
function of z’, then for arbitrary c and G? 0 points z in 
\z-z0]£& such thatjf(z)-cj^£. 





>»=/ ?r*o ^ 
Here we have admitted the constant term in f2Cz). 
such that ^l(z)|^i€for lz-z0l^£j« Set 
z~z© *z*• Then $2^z* ^~^2^zo* z’) is an entire transcendental 
function of z*. Hence ^ points z' in Jz'l^^" such that 
f^2(z)-c]*§6 » Hence for these points z we have 
IfCzJ-cj-I^CzJ+^gCzJ-cl^l *x(z)| +|jf2(z)-cl ^ ê ♦ § = £ . Q.E.D. 
*22 
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i) fu> a°!aiz*a2Z • an
2 
•bnzn 
Suppose z=0 is a zero of order of the denominator and a zero 
of order ©( of numerator. Then it is easy to see that z=0 is a 
zero at f(z) of ordered if and a pole of order $ -«J 
if . 
If z=0 is not a zero of the denominator, then z=0 is a 
regular point of f(z); in particular z=0 is a zero of f(z) of 
order oC if z=0 is a zero of order of of the numerator. 
2) f(z)=tan z. 
z=0 is a regular point. 
3) f(z)=csc z 
1 
CSC z- sin z 
0< \z J ^ H is the annular region of regularity. Now expand¬ 
ing we have 
f (z)=csc z— sHTz ~ 






 - Z4^ ♦ ^Z2 Z4 ♦ Z6 
■*L lyr 71* ••••>> 
Ï * -jr * (7377 ■ jr)*3 *>  
Since the Laurent expansion is unique we see that z=0 is a 
pole of first order for esc z. 
Behavior of Analytic Functions at Infinity.- Suppose f(z) is regular 
and single-valued in lzj>R. Set z* Then consider $Cz*)=f in 
i • * 
|z*"|>a» i,e*» U'l ^ g. Then ^Cz') is regular and single-valued in 
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0<l*‘l*r 
11.6. Definition: That behavior exhibited by O(z’) at z'=0 is the 
behavior of f(z) at 
Now by assumption 0(z*) admits in (X.J z'|<- a Laurent 
oO
K 
expansion * /(z')= ^"a^z**1* But the expansion of 






where z= • , bn=a_n, n=0,±l,±2,±3  « 
Thus the terms of the positive powers of z constitute the 
principal part of thé expansion of f(z). If 
a) An infinite number of the bn (for positive n) /0, then 
f(z) has an essential singular at z=a°; 
b) only a finite number of the bn for positive are different 
from zero and b£ is the last one, then z-^ is a pole of order 
Q for f(z); 
c) bn=0 for n^l, then z-°°is a regular point of f(z). 
In this last case b0 is the value of z
=cs<7 (written: 
f(°^)=b0). Now if b_1=b2=..• -b_(p_i)=0 and bp/O, then we say 
that z= ^is a bQ-point of order p. 
11.7. Examples: 










•I 2I £ 1. 
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Thus z-<^°i.s a regular point of f(z) and in particular a 
zero point of order one. 
Pn(z) 
2) f(z)= PrcCzT » v^lere an entire rational function of 
degree n and Pm(z) is an entire rational function of degree m. 
Suppose n fr m. Then z^^is a regular point of the function f; 
f(z) is zero or non-zero according as n4.a or n=m. 
Suppose n >m. Then z=OC9is a pole of order n-m for f(z). 
3) Let f(z) be an entire rational function of degree m. Then 
f(z) has pole of order m at z-0^3 . 
4) All entire transcendental functions have essential singular 
points at z= . 
We can now state the following theorems. 
11.8. Theorems If f(z) has a pole at z= and if G 0 is given arbi¬ 
trarily, then^T R^O, such that | f(z)] "T* G for alllz in lz\>,R. 
11.9. Theorem: If f(z) has an essential singular point at z~°° , and 
if c is any complex number and R and € are arbitrarily posi¬ 
tive number, then ^ always points z in J z]? R such that 
|f(z)-c| . 
We now apply our results to the theorem of Riemann. 
11.10. Theorem: If a function f is regular and single-valued in a 
neighborhood of a point z0 (which may be the point at
00), 
except possibly at the point zQ itself, then 
a) z0 is a regular poiht^v^ f (z) is bounded in the given 
neighborhood of zQ; 
b) z0 is a pole-^^for any given G ^0 the neighborhood 
about z0 can be so contracted that for all z in the contracted 
neighborhood of zot lf(z)| >G, 
c) zQ is an essential singular pointneither of the two 
91 
above possibilities hold 
Proof ; By our hypothesis 
according as z0 is a finite point or z0 is the point at infin¬ 
The necessity of the conditions follows from the fact that 
a regular function is bounded throughout any neighborhood con¬ 
tained in its domain of regularity, and from the theorems 9.1» 
and 9.5. 
The sufficiency of the conditions follows from the fact that 
they are mutually exclusive and the only conceivable ones. 
Q.E.D. 
ity, i.e., z=°°. 
EXERCISES 
1. Classify the singular points of î 
z2+l , . 
(a) f(z)= —, |z|<00. 
Cb) f(z)= InCz-l), )z)>l. 
= 1_ 
(c) f(z)=e 2 » z=0. 
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